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Opis zagadnienia badawczego: 

Memristors are unique electronic elements that are passive (they can dissipate energy and are
not power sources) and have a state memory. In functional terms, they are similar to
synapses present in animal nervous systems. These features mean that memristors are
considered as the main building blocks of future computers. Their existence was theoretically
predicted in the 1970s, which initiated very intensive research work.

As part of this project, it is planned to develop a synthesis of new semiconductor materials that
exhibit simultaneously the characteristics of ferroelectrics - materials that show ordering the
internal structure under the influence of an external electric field.

In this project, it is planned to design and testvarious perovskite-like compounds (e.g. bismuth
tetraiodide derivatives, which on the one hand will combine semiconductor and ferroelectric
features, and on the other hand be free from drawbacks of lead perovskites (higher durability
and lower toxicity). In addition, it is anticipated that new materials will enable fine tuning of
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electrical properties to obtain memristors with the desired properties.

These materials will be accurately characterized in terms of structure and electrical properties.
It is planned to make a series of thin film memristors, the operation of which will be based on
modulation of the energy barrier at the metal-semiconductor junction (the so-called Schottky
barrier). This configuration should provide much better parameters of the memristor, in
particular greater durability and lower energy consumption in the switching process.

It is anticipated that the combination of semiconductor and ferroelectric features in one
material can bring many benefits from the point of view of the operation of the memristors:
faster switching, longer state retention time, multi-state switching.

Informacja o zapleczu badawczym: 

Synthesis of materials will be performed by typical protocols. Devices will be fabricated by spin
coating and subsequent sputtering of electrical contacts. Materials will be characterized by
available spectroscopic technoques, including FTIR, UV/vis, XPS and UPS. Potentiostats
(Biologic SP-300, Autolab PGSTAT302N, Zahner IM6) equipped with impedance spectroscopy
units as well as Keithley SCS4200 semiconductor analyser will be used for most of AC and DC
measurements, including characterization of memristors, memory retention time and other
electrical measurements. Special attention will be paid to Laplace-transform deep-level
spectroscopy – the high stability temperature controlled accessory Instec TP102G-PM will be
used. Ferroelectric hysteresis loops will be recorded in modified Sawyer-Tower system. In will
be based on an arbitrary signal generator (Aim-TTi TG12104 for low frequencies, Anritsu
MG3681 for RF range) and digital oscilloscope (LeCroy DSA5000).
Benchmarking tests for various memristors will be performed on two different experimental
protocols. Synaptic learning curved, memory retention time and other neuromimetic features
(like pulse pair facilitation, metaplasticity, etc.) will be performed on Keithley SCS-4200
system using custom-written experimental protocols. More advanced tests will be performed in
single node echo state machine system based on analog signal mixers (DN-412X, Denon, and
ZED60-14FX, Allen&Heath ), digital delay lines (G-Major 2, TC Electronics, Denmark and
DP-02, Chip, Poland), A-S301 (Denon, USA) and WA-301 (Aim-TTi, UK) signal amplifiers, audio
signal analyzer UPV (Rohde&Schwarz, Germany) and Hewlett Packard 3563 dynamic signal
analyzer. Short data sequences will be recorded on digital oscilloscope (LeCroy DSA5000),
whereas long data series will be recorded on Crimson 3 multichannel single recorder (SPL,
Germany)arious AC signal will be applied to the system and the evolution of a signal in delayed
feedback loop will be monitored.

Liczba miejsc: 1
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